Code FASTER and more accurately!

Perpetual off-line stand alone license – this is the complete, affordable practice coding tool without ongoing subscription fees

UPT Ultimate Practice TurboCoder

- ICD-9-CM Vols 1&2 + GEMs
- ICD-10-CM + GEMs
- CPT® Codes with Index with MUEs & RVUs in context
- HCPCS Level II with MUEs & RVUs in context
- MPFS with GPCI
- All Guidelines

UPT combines the classifications your practice knows and uses: CPT® Codes complete with CPT Codes Index, HCPCS and ICD-9-CM Vols 1&2, with ICD-10-CM and a full GEM’s crosswalk in context to provide a one-stop disease and procedure reference tool. UPT will increase the quality of your coding decisions and help you avoid costly denials and rework.

UPT allows you to seamlessly crosswalk from 9-CM to 10-CM using the General Equivalence Mappings (GEMs) published by Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) – and positively assist your practice to move to the new classification when it occurs. Clearly marked links beside ICD-9-CM codes open the equivalent ICD-10-CM codes, and links in the ICD-10-CM display the equivalent codes in the ICD-9-CM.

The UPT includes complete CPT Codes with Index and Guidelines with the same section color coding as the book, and both the CPT Codes and HCPCS have all the relevant RVU and MUE links shown in context, with all “-added 2016” and “revised 2016” codes flagged with their respective symbols. The complete Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MPFS) is also included, along with the Geographic Practice Cost Index (GPCI) with direct links to the CPT Codes.

TurboCoder utilizes powerful, proven eComPress technology that’s easy to use. It will enable your practice to code medical records faster and more accurately than ever before.

TurboCoder is the foremost ICD-10 digital reference tool used by the World Health Organization, and Medical Coders, Health Information Managers, Clinicians and Health Researchers in Australia and internationally for more than 12 years.

CPT® is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.

Improve your productivity by more than 500%
Increase your practice profitability

ULTIMATE PRACTICE TURBOCODER

Your complete practice coding solution

UPT is purchased with a **perpetual license** *(NO ongoing subscription FEEs)* with all updates for the publication year.

Key UPT features:

- **OFF-LINE** – You DON’T need web access when you code – so you always have an immediate response
- **One stop coding** NOW with CPT Codes and Index, ICD-9-CM/10-CM Transition TurboCoder and HCPCS with FREE updates for year of publication
- **Find what you need** easily and quickly – GUARANTEED – and see it in context just like the books
- **Turbosearch** – provides an autocomplete facility after you key in just three characters and corrects misspelled terms
- **Full ICD-9-CM/Vols1&2 and ICD-10-CM** with GEM’s mappings in context from 9-CM to 10-CM and vice versa
- All the necessary digital reference materials for a medical coder to code medical records, that is fast and easy to use with the same look and feel as the books – complete off-line replacement for the books
- Designed in conjunction with **medical coders**
- User Notes provides a powerful and easy-to-use facility to share notes with other users using e-mail or LAN, and **Collaborate in Context**
- Built with over a decade of **experience** using ICD-10 and Procedure Coding.
- **NO RISK** – 5/20/30 Guarantee
  - guaranteed to enable you to code more than 5X faster than books
  - guaranteed to be more than 20% cheaper than the books
  - 30 day money back guarantee
- **NOW AVAILABLE** in single user and customized network licensing

For more information contact TurboCoder:
Alfred Papallo at (888) 234-9823 or email at ACPapallo@turbocoder.net
The TurboCoder advantage

TurboCoder has the same look and feel of the medical coding books you've always used, but with all the power and speed of the revolutionary eComPress technology. We all love books, but books are inefficient, detrimental to productivity, too hard to store, search and keep up-to-date for large reference works like ICD-9 and ICD-10.

Easy-to-use
Intuitive browser is easy to install and to use, and requires no special training.
Search results are displayed in context, and the navigation pane is synchronized with the content to ensure you are never lost and always know precisely where you are in the classifications.

Comfort
Customize to suit your personal viewing requirements. Search and view multiple publications simultaneously with the customizable MultiView screens.
Smart table headings ensure the headings remain at the top of long tables like Neoplasms, when you scroll, to provide unambiguous access to column information.

Confidence
All content is exactly the same as published by the AMA and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), and includes the authorized addenda updates and Guidelines. TurboCoder content is uniquely encoded, so it is always authentic and secure.

Web independent with perpetual license
TurboCoder downloads fast for instant off-line access—so you don't have to rely on web connections while you code and there are no ongoing subscription fees.

One-click coding
All codes are hyperlinked and indexed. One mouse click takes you from the Index to the Tabular. One click takes you to the Guidelines for Coding and Reporting. And one-click takes you from ICD-9-CM Vols1&2 to the equivalent ICD-10-CM code and vice versa.

Searching and spelling
TurboCoder has Pre-emptive Search Spelling Help (PSSH). PSSH provides an autocomplete pull-down list of suggested words after only three characters are keyed, and will find the medical term even if misspelled.

Speed and accuracy
TurboCoder is FAST and allows you to code more than five times faster and more accurately than using printed books. Even downloading and installing TurboCoder is FAST and easy because it is permanently compressed to less than one tenth the size—just follow the on screen prompts and start coding!

Annotation
User Notes give you the ability to attach your own notes with text, documents and images, web and e-mail addresses anywhere in the classification. Share and receive Notes with fellow TurboCoder users using email or LAN. Notes always appear where you placed them, and are never lost and automatically transcribe in context to new editions.
Print or Drag-and-drop text from TurboCoder into Word and other Windows applications with all formatting preserved.

Who is EIS?
TurboCoder uses the award winning eComPress® off-line compressed downloadable technology with revolutionary search engine developed by Eurofield Information Solutions (EIS). EIS is an innovative Software Development company that specializes in digital reference publishing software and health classifications. EIS originally developed TurboCoder in consultation with Clinicians, Medical Coders and Health Information Managers.

Find out more
The UPT is the ideal tool to code and crosswalk between classifications ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM and access CPT® Codes and HCPCS codes within the same product. Now you can address all of your coding needs with ease and confidence.
Visit www.TurboCoder.net and try it for yourself.
We guarantee that when it comes to disease and procedure coding, UPT gives you the savings and productivity advantage you need to keep your practice profitable.

www.TurboCoder.net